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Am I affected?
Due Diligence – Enterprise rating in the construction industry

What is the meaning of “Due diligence”?

The American Term “Due Diligence” applies nowadays also within the German standard
corporate appraisal due to increasing international influences. Main target of the “Due
Diligence” is determining the existing net asset value of an enterprise combined with its
enduring earnings being the base of future profit potentials (capitalised earnings).
Furthermore, influencing facts are described and analysed, existing risks valued and existing
potentials localised. Usually, the procedure is executed between parties holding conflicting
interests such as acquirer – vendor or entrepreneur – financier. There are various national and
international standards and guidelines which have to be adhered to stringently depending on
the addressing institution (e.g. World Bank, Commercial Banks, KfW (German Bank for
Reconstruction and Development). Fundamentally a valuation contains several aspects being
regarded in various ways. There are usually single and integrated Due Diligence procedures
in the fields of legislation, financing, taxation, technology, economics, staff, environment and
market as well as their respective compendium.

Why are enterprise appraisals necessary especially today?

The building industry is experiencing a challenging change. Local markets are becoming
increasingly more difficult, even though the actual and future need for raw-minerals is still
vast for Germany being a transit country and important economic location for Europe to
ensure a proper base for its traffic infrastructure needs. However, public financing sources
have run empty and a reliable long-term scheme for distribution and use of funds form the EC
and German government is missing. Unlike in the past when only single regions were
competing for such funds, today the new EC-countries are participating in this competition
combined with their huge demands.

The new EC-Countries are regarded as being booming markets due to their enormous
construction activities and fund spending and are therefore of strong interest for international
and German investors. At home, the market participants react with co-operations and
corporate mergers due to a tougher economic environment as demonstrated by depressed
price margins and production volumes. Banks require objective and transparent information
of their clients to allow financing. Furthermore the situation is increasingly sophisticated due
to numerous concentration efforts, follow-up regulations as present entrepreneurs are
frequently about to retire, and market entrance by international companies and investors. In
all cases the core requirement is analysing the individual value and market potential of an
enterprise.

Which conflicts of interest are involved in enterprise appraisals?

Depending on the interest of the relevant party being a seller, a buyer, partner or financier
there are naturally different understandings and information needs. A vendor of a company
wants to maximise the sales value, being the opposite interest of an acquirer. Financiers
require a maximum of security as well as defined and reliable profit forecasts whereas
entrepreneurs need a low-priced financing and a maximum on flexibility for their decision
making. This incurs the conflict of interests and different aspects of a project. These conflicts
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need to be made objective and queries refined and answered appropriately. Aim is to find a
common sense in this conflicting environment. Besides the analysing part of the due diligence
procedure, moderation and finding a common sense between the parties is the essential
requirement. Achieving a most efficient result of the analysing part of certain commonly
accepted rules, valuing methods and criteria have to be agreed on regarding the historical and
present data base. Future planning and expectations of the single participants are to be
checked on plausibility and used accordingly. In the case of disagreement, consent-capable
and accepted solutions have to be elaborated in close co-ordination with the participants.

A basic conflict and considerable risk potential lies in the various stages, the parties involved
and the time schedule of the due diligence procedure. On one side, comprehensiveness and
quality of the provided data and information is considerably relevant for the accuracy of the
analysis and the statements of the expert, on the other side there are very confidential internal
data of the relevant enterprise transferred to third parties.

What is the procedure of a typical Due Diligence?

Depending on the purpose of use and parties involved, details, time consumption and
requirements may vary strongly, and so do also the related costs. Basically the sales procedure
and investigation process e.g. for financiers have to be distinguished and with these certain
steps of specification.

Within the sales procedure, the key-task, the sales price, has to be optimised within a realistic
range. A too ambitious sales price on one hand and a non-matching source of funds on the
other hand will certainly lead to a failure. In existing confident relationships (e.g. enterprise
and relationship bank) certain early steps of a due diligence procedure may be skipped. In any
event, the confidentiality of data has to be ensured and agreed upon seriously.

In order to select the suitable parties efficiently, a multiple stage procedure has to be applied:

Step 1:
The potentially interested parties are to be defined and contacted. The selection of the
suitable parties will be done in accordance with certain parameters such as profit range,
strategic interest, funding capability and readiness to invest. Via a preliminary exposé the
interested parties have to be furnished with the suitable core data. The parties are asked to
provide preliminary bids. These have to be examined in detail and assessed. On the basis of
the given data, the bids can only provide an orientation for the vendor.

Step 2:
Selected candidates will have the opportunity to examine further data in a provided data room.
These data should be suitable to allow the interested party a detailed analysis of the relevant
company and to forward a binding bid to the seller.

Step 3:
The most qualifying candidates only will be furnished with close to all internal corporate data.
At this stage a detailed Due Diligence has to be executed. The results have to be analysed and
discussed by all involved parties. The potentials and risks found in the Due Diligence will
finally lead to a certain final sales price. Final negotiations have to be completed.
Depending on the size of the enterprise, required detail of investigating and interviewing, the
due diligence data volume may comprise between several files only or up to hundreds of files.
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The analysing team should include experienced auditors and experts only, holding a good fact
knowledge of the given transaction. Conditionally for a cost efficient and time saving
procedure is the preparation of structured and reliable information.

Which principles should be applied within the Due Diligence?

Essentially all detailed analysis and valuation procedures should not be undertaken “secretly”
or hidden, but have to be done “in situ”.

It cannot be avoided that there are insider persons holding confidential information, active and
passive individuals, who do not have a specific suspicion but are aware and observe the
ongoing day to day dealing in the company with distrust. By executing a suitable information
policy, unwanted side-effects within a company can be substantially reduced.

To optimise the quality, restrict costs and other efforts and avoid irritations, a due diligence
procedure should obey to the following guidelines:

1. Before commencing the procedure an exact definition of quality and detail of the
decision making key criteria is required in respect of the expected results.

2. Limiting the procedure on essentials.
3. Information being customary in the industry only to mention briefly, non- relevant

information to be avoided.
4. Elaborate risk aspects as a list of jeopardising substance or existence, feasible costs,

appraising danger and conflict potential, (e.g. proven reservoir volumes and –qualities,
historic environmental obligations, areas being located within an environmentally
protected zone, etc.)

5. Clear and intelligent presentation of the results.
6. Early, actual and comprehensive information of the partners involved.
7. Standardised administration and co-ordination within the single stages of the

investigation.
8. Keeping a high level in respect of confidentiality, discretion and sensibility within the

relevant internal area as well as externally.

Which fields of the construction company are to be covered by the investigation?

The extent of an investigation is substantially dependent on the accuracy required and the
knowledge base of the partners involved. Competitors as well as market participants know
for example the relevant enterprise, the client base and the market strategy often very well,
the relationship banks are usually familiar with its economic figures. Having said this, an
exact definition of the required statements is essential for a successful investigation.
The following overview shows the most fundamental fields of investigation:

1. Production- and environment analysis
- General data
- Reservoir / geology / licenses / real estates / lease holds
- Operating licenses
- Infrastructure / Surroundings / Environment – externally
- Infrastructure / operation scheme / emissions – internally
- Mobile technology
- Upgrading equipment and machinery
- sundries
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2. Market analysis
- competition
- client structure
- market areas
- logistics

3. Economical analysis
- balance sheets / profit & loss statements / internal economic statistics (BWA)
- valuation of plants and equipment / stocks / inventories
- analysis of existing contracts and obligations (service, transfer of earnings,

pre-emption rights for acquisition, lease-holds, operator, and others)
- accrued provisions for future expenses

4. Tax aspects
5. Sundries as required

In the case of foreign investments numerous completing documents may be required. Some of
these are listed below:

- Legal system and –security
- Common and future licensing parameters and –legal boundary values as well as

environmental obligations.
- Staff (numbers required, qualification, managing and administration concepts)
- Social environment(e.g. level of salary, acceptance, importance of

employment, religion)
- Infrastructure (e.g. communication, convenience, transport routes)
- Climate
- Security (plant protection, corruption, system of values)
- Financing capability, currency risk and transfer of earnings

6. Overall Analysis and locations

- Net asset value (cost approach method)
- Capitalised earnings value ( income approach method)
- Liquidation/ sales value
- Risk analysis

As a result of the investigation procedures, a structured summary is essential. A special
situation is given for a construction company due to a) its location combined with its limited
range which determines therefore the relevant market position and b) by a typical reservoir
volume, which exceeds by far the market demand. Hence, capitalised earnings values deviate
strongly from net asset values and have to be double-checked and weighted appropriately. In
case of an intended closure of the plant, the liquidation value may be the suitably preferred
one. In any case a detailed risk analysis is obligatory.

Summarising I would like to state that there is an increasing need for the appraisal procedures
in many cases. Every shareholder and responsible manager can come in touch with due
diligence procedures at short time notice. Given a prudent preparation of the relevant data,
definition of the information requirements and structured accompaniment of the relevant
partner, the procedure to be accomplished can be simplified substantially and executed in a
time-saving and cost efficient way.
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